On April 19, 1982, eleven young men recognized a need for a black fraternity at Georgia Tech. These young men, armed with a dream and fortitude, entered the pledge program and became the founding line of Kappa Alpha Psi brothers at Georgia Tech. Krimson Evolution. Together with four brothers already attending Tech, these men worked to realize a dream, a chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi at the Georgia Institute of Technology. On February 6, 1982, this dream became a reality and the Lambda Delta Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi was born. In the spring of 1982, a line of fourteen young men was pledged and became known as the "14 Karat Diamond."

The chapter has been active in Guideright Projects, a national community service fraternity philanthropic activity. Additionally, the chapter has participated in Leukemia and Sickle Cell Anemia fund drives. Academic achievement is stressed and awards are given at the quarter's end for outstanding achievement.

The brothers are traditionally called Nupes due to their dedication to and knowledge of the doctrines of Phi Nu Pi. The brothers are working hard to fulfill their fraternity's purpose by achieving in every field of human endeavor.

Yo Nupe! ... Krimson Evolution ... Low Down Lambda Delta ... The rock achieving non-stop ... Hey Scroller! ... Goldenrod ... The bond is tight ... 14kt Diamond ... Perfection ... The Players ... KAY got Phi Nu Pi ... From the ceiling to the wall ... A Nupe Jam that's all ... Coop the Nupe ... Yo! Yo! ... Sir Thig ... Cane Masters ... Puff 'em ... Crimson 'n Creme ... Swifty ... Freon John ... Ah Plezure ... Buggs Malone ... Happy Hour ... Like Micky Mouse we rock the house ... Like Donald Duck we don't give a ... Nupes stepping out ... Oh ... My cane's on fire ... Whip Daddy ... Superstar ... Sir Slim ... Pretty Boys, Inc ... Saw that shining diamond ... Point ... Nupes run the yard.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: A couple share a secret at the Anniversary party. Plez Jayner and brothers enjoy themselves at the Sundial atop Peachtree Plaza. Couples dance in formal attire. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: A light conversation. A brother is happy to see a special friend again.
The Alpha Tau chapter of Kappa Sigma began its year with a successful rush program which attracted twenty-eight pledges. Encouraged by the spirit of both brothers and pledges, the chapter set high goals for the coming year.

The brothers were very involved in campus organizations and activities. Strong intramural teams had winning seasons in several sports. Capturing the league title in football exemplified the excellence of their efforts.

House improvements played a big part in the chapter's commitment to the future. With a new look for the house and a strong year in all facets of fraternity life, Kappa Sigma successfully concluded another year at Georgia Tech.


KAPPA SIGMA

Intramural League Title Attained in Seven Man Football

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Will Boyd tells Mike Palmer more about Kappa Sigma. Will Boyd spots an open receiver. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Doug Jory pumps Homecoming display. Buzz Bee greets the Kappa Sig reek driven by Jim Duncan.
The Beta Kappa chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha started off another great year by collecting a well-deserved share of the awards at the IFC’s Annual Cocktail Party. The Choppers brought home first place trophies for Greek Week and IFC activities, and they continued to move closer to their goal of being recognized as the school’s outstanding fraternity by receiving the second place overall IFC trophy. As if all of these awards were not enough, their national fraternity recognized them with their highest honor, The Grand High Alpha Award, a first for the chapter.

Fall Rush at Lambda Chi was as successful as ever with the addition of thirty pledges. With the addition of these men the Lambda Chi’s retained the distinction of being the largest fraternity on campus, and their numbers allowed them to maintain an awesome record in community affairs. Choppers participated in such activities as selling beer at Braves games raising funds for Leukemia, collecting money at the Tech-Virginia game for the Ronald McDonald House, and the popular Trick-or-Treat for Techwood Kids.

All of their time wasn’t devoted to others, however, as they still found time to remember themselves and build their brotherhood by putting on some of the best parties the campus had ever seen. Ten bands during the fall, fantastic mixers, and the winter formal in Tennessee all got them ready for the beach run to Florida in the spring and their now famous “Women of Atlanta” parties.

Diversity and size were the chapter’s greatest assets this year and allowed them to continue to say that this was “The Year of the Chopper!”


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: A brother discusses frat life with a possible pledge. Greek Week just wouldn’t be the same without the tug-o-war pit. BOTTOM: Talent shows are a part of Lambda Chi’s social calendar.
Chartered in 1976, the Delta Kappa Chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Incorporated, is a flourishing, young organization bursting with the vitality of youth and yet endowed with the vigilance of a viable, responsible organization.

In the beginning, a precedent was set that few can or have emulated. It is through this precedent that our quantity is limited, yet our quality is abundant; though our strength as many is questionable, our strength as one is insurmountable, and though we realize that no one of us can solve every problem, we look forward with eager anticipation to the near future when it can truly be said that “Never have so few done so much for so many.”

Keeping in mind those responsibilities which are inherently ours as brothers, our aim is, as only an Omega Man can truly understand, the all encompassing ramifications of this goal, is simply to achieve the quintessence of manhood in the eyes of Omega.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: George Steele competes for Greek God. Omegas discuss the day’s events. Paul Butler and Eric Plinckney dance in a talent show.

BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Eric Plinckney and Mike Pittman go over homework. Mike and James Robinson repair the GTAAA house.
Brothers Continue Great Athletic and Social Traditions

The Phi Delta Thetas continued to maintain the traditions that have made them one of the most successful fraternities at Tech. They continued a tradition of athletic excellence by winning the school championships in football and tennis during the 1981-82 school year and a fraternity championship in '82.

Of course, Phi Delta Theta is foremost a social fraternity. To that end, Phi Delts traditionally have a social calendar consisting of band parties, socials with sororities from five southeastern schools, Friday afternoon parties on the sundeck and the infamous Bowery Ball. The spring trip to Fort Walton Beach capped the year off for the Phi Delts.

The year wasn't all fun and games. In academics, Delts maintained an overall GPA above 2.8 and have consistently finished in the top ten fraternities scholastically. In community service, they finished fourth among fraternities by raising $3,691 for the Leukemia Society.

Phi Delta's overall excellence was recognized by the Atlanta Alumni Club in the spring of 1982 when they were presented the Frank Carter Award for the fifth straight year. This award is given annually to the best overall Phi Delt chapter in the Southeastern Region.

You gotta like that... The General...
All Coastal Empire... The Worm...
Superfoil... The unknown display...
Guido... Centipede... The Ax Murderer...
Searching, searching, searching... It's gotta be V...
Give me a smiley face and a wave... Corkey... Phi Delt beach
Bonehead... Nave-Hogue... The Hose Boat... Reese's piece... "The Big Boy"... Days of our Lives... J. Edgar... Spacebrook... Boomalika.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: The Phi Delts train their first astronaut during the Outer Space Olympics of homecoming week. Quarterback Scott Schrader scrambles for yardage against Delta Sigma Phi.
BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: A brother answers questions during rush. John Gravy explains plans for homecoming display.
Upon returning to campus this fall the brothers of the Gamma Tau Chapter felt a renewed sense of pride in their chapter and proceeded to work towards the best men's rush and little sister rush in recent history. This enthusiasm carried over to Homecoming as the Fiji's won their league and were in close contention for a win in overall competition.

During the year, Fiji's continued as leaders in a variety of campus events, as well as excelling on the athletic fields and in the classroom. In addition, maintaining a strong graduate program attested to the fact that, Phi Gamma Delta is "not for college days alone."

During spring, Fijis were fourth overall in intramurals, with upstart Fool's Gold beating the record of the first team. Spring quarter also featured several joint band parties with other Greeks which were among the best on campus. For the first time in many years, the legendary Fiji Island Party was held off campus at Hilton Head Island.

*Not Mike Speers... Were you drunk and Stupid or just stupid? ... Top Ten Hosers ... Top Ten Snakes ... SSSsnake ... SSSSSStrombom ... Jellybean and Candycom ... Applesauce and Buttermilk ... The Astro Loop ... Immoral Six ... Honorable, Wholo, Snake and Raul ... Stuck Tite in Jon'S trombone ... Hey, Darlin ... J. Paul, don't kick the flowers ... Man Pills! ... 3 for 8 ... Applehaw ... I don't tag any girl I like ... "What would you say if I said I wanted to kiss you?"*

**TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT:** Scott Ulm rides in the mini 500. Bombay and Dan Nelsen ride in first place style. **BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT:** Tuck Sites and the Fijis cheer for their team. Fijis carry a little sister in the water bucket race.
Increased senior leadership allowed the Skulls to start off the year with a very successful rush. The house underwent improvements including new carpeting, new furniture, and a brick patio out front. Superb rushing technique overcame the effect of dry rush. By Pledge Sunday, the Skulls had increased their numbers with the addition of eighteen associate members. Senior Solidarity dominated an extremely spirited fall election, as six seniors snatched key offices. This spirit continued through a rousing Homecoming that included a visit by Grand Alpha R. Dwayne Dewey, and surviving members of the Class of 1932.

Once again the Skulls excelled in academics, finishing third among fraternities for the 1982 academic year. Individual scholarship has always been stressed, and competition between brothers and pledges remains high. Athletics are always a favorite diversion at the Phi Kap house. The Skulls captured their division’s softball championship for the second straight summer, in addition they produced improved football and frisbee teams in the fall. Winter quarter brought the hope of a championship soccer season.

The culmination of the year included the reunion of all Southeastern Phi Kap chapters — “The Silver Skulls” — in an illustrious shindig at the Alpha Nu chapter.

Skulls dominate... I wanna party with you, cowboy, wildman and animal... B.F., N.C., and Z.D... Deterpud... Nasty Cooter... The Skulls’ all-noise band... Eh?... Light up those nips!... Lou Hulk... Skulls dominate.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Moose enjoys playing with a brother. Little sisters ride down Fowler Street on the Skull wreck. Tom Coffin runs for a touchdown. BOTTOM: Ron Ueberschaer plays tug-o-war with Moose.
Hard Work And Dedication Sweep Homecoming Awards

The Phi Tau's improvements in academics, intramural participation and campus involvement have made the brotherhood stronger. The well-oiled softball and football teams each clinched their respective division titles. The tennis team also fared well, reaching the playoffs. Phi Kappa Tau scholarship continued to be above the all-men's average. The chapter is planning even more emphasis on academics for future recruiting.

The brothers have made a concerted effort to increase campus involvement. Phi Taus are now involved in more campus organizations than ever. Despite being one of the smallest fraternities on campus, the brothers and pledges pulled together to win the Homecoming display contest, the Ramblin' Reck Parade and first place in Homecoming participation.

I have a sistuh who has a sistuh... Yo' mean! ... Burt! ... Why yeeees? ... Kevin's getting beady ... Eh ... The love bug ... Geek! ... You! ... Matilda ... E.T. do groover ... Uh, by guys.
Academics continued as a priority for Phi Kappa Theta; this emphasis proved to be worthwhile as the chapter's grade point average showed steady improvement. Remodeling and new carpeting for several rooms progressed during summer and fall quarters, gaining favorable impressions from rushees, brothers and alumni. Rush was successful in adding many fine men and women. Their spirit and devotion gave promise to the continued progress of the chapter and the maintenance of fraternity traditions.

Once again, Homecoming was an active time for the Phi Kaps. The week’s excitement culminated with a cocktail party and an alumni dinner/dance. As usual, a high point of Homecoming week was the traditional football game pitting the active brothers against the returning alumni.

This year turned out to be a successful one for the chapter. The year produced many memorable occasions for the brothers, pledges and little sisters.

Hey Buddy — shut up ... My car’s on fire! ... Would you please remove your face from my lap? ... Harvey barf ... Linda loves telescopic ... Hi? bob ... That guy ... Chollee ... 2347-7747 ... Flops ... J & J ... Where’s the Band? ... Stoffer ... D.B. ... FUMI ... PF’s ... Gonzo ... Squids Molotou ... Barsalona Brown and Barber Ivory ... Flash and Streak ... H.F.D. ... Black Panities ... Really!? John ... Oh my God — he shaved! ... Randy Rotten ... WOMP ... How’s Cuddles? ... She lost it on the Hooch ... Magic Markers ... I’m gonna drink you under the table ... TKT KTKTK ... you sickos ... Wham Bam ... Effect ... Stupid Mutt.

TOP: An original design is entered into the spaceship building contest. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: The Phi Kappa Theta entry into Greek Week’s (Mount) Olympus Derby receives some last minute repairs. Active defense helps win games.
The Kappa Deuteron chapter of Phi Sigma Kappa enjoyed another productive year by growing in many areas of fraternity life. The Phi Sigs placed fifth among campus Greeks in academics, but scholarship was not the only area in which the chapter excelled. During fall quarter, the football team advanced all the way to the playoffs.

Homecoming and charity activities continuously kept the brothers, pledges and little sisters busy during fall quarter. Phi Sigma Kappa raised over $2500 in the IFC Leukemia Drive. During Homecoming the chapter entered a wreck in the Wreck Parade. This was the first time in ten years that the chapter entered a wreck in the parade. Actives and alumni enjoyed an excellent dance and banquet which concluded a week of Homecoming activities. The chapter continued to grow in brotherhood and campus recognition throughout a successful year.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Chip Kelley and guests enjoy the Mash party. Craig Cromwell dribbles. Brothers build the Homecoming display. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Kristan Klimczak and Roger pomp. Joe Terramio prepares to pass in a football game.
National Fraternity Recognizes Pikes for Excellence

The Alpha Delta Chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha continued to rank as one of the strongest fraternities on campus, with impressive showings in all areas. Maintaining recent trends, athletics proved to be a major field of endeavor for the Pikes. As a result, the Overall Intramural Trophy became Pike property for the third straight year.

Campus involvement was again a high priority for the fraternity. IKKA claimed many prominent campus leadership positions along with members participating in numerous Tech organizations. Pike brothers raised over five thousand dollars for the Leukemia Society in addition to volunteer work for the American Heart Association and the American Cancer Society.

Recognizing the chapter's accomplishments, IKKA national awarded Alpha Delta with the fraternity's Chapter Excellence Award for the second straight year.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Jeff Nigh does his best to aggravate a pledge. Raeann Alton participates in the "Little Sister Pass" during the Greek Week festivities. During a spring party, Ed Peach holds a conversation with Kathryn Letz. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Phil Frates shoots for two points in a co-rec intramural game. Mike Rice and Julie Youles discuss how the rush party is going.
Philanthropic Activities Emphasized

This year the brothers of the Iota Chapter of Pi Kappa Phi stressed the philanthropic endeavors of their fraternity. They contributed over one thousand dollars to the national charity of Pi Kappa Phi, P.U.S.H. (Play Units of the Severely Handicapped). As a result, the chapter earned the Presidential Award for Project P.U.S.H., given by the President of the United States, for the second year in a row. The brothers of Pi Kappa Phi made a larger contribution to the Leukemia Drive than in previous years. They hope to continue their contributions in this campus-wide fund raiser.

Pi Kappa Phi has also made major improvements in the area of athletics. They tied for fourth place in the street hockey tournament, and the bowling team excelled with a 4-1 record this year. The basketball team also began their season with a bang. Overall, the success of Pi Kappa Phi in athletics and scholarship is an excellent reflection of the growth of this fraternity.
Work on House Aids Successful Rush

Nearly all the brothers of Psi Upsilon returned early fall quarter, both to attend the Alabama game and to begin house improvements. The hours of cleaning and scraping paint paid off in increased membership for the fraternity with the pledging of ten new members and five little sisters. These new faces quickly took on active roles and enthusiastically contributed to many activities.

The fall social calendar featured the annual Founder's Day Dinner. Other social activities during the year included toga parties and a beach party held in a basement full of sand.

Psi Upsilon intramural teams went to playoffs in football, volleyball, and the "Water Buffalos" took the league championship in water polo. Through a cooperative effort by every member of the chapter, Psi U won its second league championship in Greek Week. The fraternity maintained its high scholastic standards by achieving an overall 3.0 average. The brothers hoped to continue their tradition of excellence in academics, sports and campus involvement.

TOP: Psi U's "Chef Boyardee" cooks up some spaghetti and meatballs. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: In the league championship game, a "Water Buffalo" concentrates on making a goal. Preparing for an upcoming test, two brothers look over some of the fraternity's precious "word."
Charity Super Dribble Is Successful

Dedicated to gaining a new image for the fraternity, the SAE’s netted twenty-four outstanding pledges during fall rush. Several more pledges added depth to the frat during winter rush.

This year the E’s led the way with musical innovation, quality, and quantity. The Now Explosion’s appearance during fall rush was the first time a new wave band had ever appeared on the Tech campus for a rush party. During the year, many exciting nights were spent dancing in the basement and on the front lawn.

The SAE’s dominated the country club sports again this year. Their soccer and basketball teams were especially strong. The E’s also improved their academic standing. The chapter received a great deal of publicity for their efforts in the Cecil B. Day Super Dribble from Athens to Atlanta. In this event, the E’s raised money to help Tech win the Leukemia Drive for charity. They earned a first place finish in earnings over all fraternities and sororities at both Tech and UGA.

This year was a successful one for the E’s in many facets of fraternity life, and marked the beginning of good years to come for the Georgia Phi chapter.

If I don’t get a little sister bid, I’m never going back there. . . Barbie Doll and Miss Piggy. . . “No Ride” Jones . . . It’s only orange juice . . . Sunshine . . . Hey baby, you don’t need to sleep on the porch . . . It’s in the hole . . . Get in your home . . . Dr. and Mrs. Yancey . . . Paranoid Beta Schawb window protectors . . . Walt, Parlez-vous francais . . . Marshall’s harem . . . The Penguins . . . Rocky punts the midget . . . I’ve been trying all day but I couldn’t get gooey . . . Kendall’s Pace Academy of Love . . . They may be your little sisters but they love us . . . Sid Ewing, Eminent Masochist . . . Blueprint this . . . CBD 1 5/8 . . . We own Howard Johnson’s . . . Nedrolan.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Quarterback Brett Battles leads the team to a winning season. Laura Lott is amused by Alan McCain. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Bill Harris talks to a female guest. The E’s actively participate in one of their rowdy band parties.
Junior Officers Lead Sigs Through Rebuilding Year
Rebuilding was the theme of the year for the Sigma Chis. Most of the major offices were held by members of the junior class, and they upheld the duties of their offices well. A strong rush boosted the number of members, and after a "wild" fall the chapter initiated twenty-one fired up, yet mature, brothers.

The infamous ski trip was again a large success which left brothers, alumni, and little sisters all wanting more snow. The Winter Formal provided a break from the normal seasonal routine and also set the stage for the crowning of the Sigma Chi Sweetheart, Kristi Carley. The Province Workshop brought brothers from many Sigma Chi chapters to Atlanta to learn more about leadership and brotherhood in Sigma Chi. Each Sigma Chi chapter holds Brother's Day, and Beta Psi's was very successful, as it brought national officers, actives and alumni together for a day of festivities.

Spring quarter was definitely busy for the Sigs. the planning and hosting of Sigma Chi Derby Days took many hours of work on the part of the brothers. This yearly event not only raised funds for The Wallace Village for Children, but provided a weekend of fun for a majority of Tech's Greek community.

Figure head . . . Merry Christmas to all and to all a Kaye Knight . . . HEEY GOOOOSE . . . Cowart-crash . . . Howie's a late bloomer . . . sexercise in the . . . Goob! . . . Just a few minor cuts . . . Ottosky, you slophead . . . My parents are on my — . . . The Big "N" idiot Joe . . . Bunker Burglars . . . Kathy grab your n-s . . . Why do you make that stupid laugh, Mike? . . . I'm young, I'm goofy . . . I've never done this before . . . You'll find it here!

TOP: Richard Taylor says "Whoops, too much English" as he goes for the eight ball, corner pocket. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Jim Crossley rewrites a program. Outside of the house, Brad Hefner, Hank Dobbins, Keddy Bostic, Charles Overstreet and Tom Tiede discuss the day's events. John Greenwarl drives past his Beta opponent.
The past year has proven to be successful for Sigma Nu. The chapter has accomplished a great deal while having loads of fun. Financial operations were stabilized due to a resurgence in fund raising. Funds were raised for house improvements and for a variety of charitable and philanthropic institutions including the Leukemia Foundation.

 Sigma Nu participated in many areas of campus activity. Brothers held offices and were involved in SGA, IFC, Ramblin' Reck Club and numerous other organizations. Campus and community services were integral components of Sigma Nu activity. A high competitive spirit among the brothers caused improvements in scholarships and brought league or fraternity titles in intramural sports such as soccer, basketball, softball, hockey, football, raquetball, and volleyball. Athletic performances amassed enough points to take second place for the overall sports trophy — an amazing feat for a fraternity that played more for fun than for competition. Intensity when needed helped the brothers vault through a very successful fall rush. Sigma Nu's momentum then carried it through Homecoming and fall quarter.

It was a great year at Sigma Nu; gains had been made and held, socializing was never better, and honor maintained an exalted ideal among the brothers.

**Hello Mr. Cow! . . . Skoal . . . Wheeler, who's in the shower? . . . #25 Dick Carter**


**TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT:** A Sigma Nu exhibits the style that made their team successful. Greg Stevens tosses one through the hoop.

**BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT:** Watermelon chasers dive in the Sigma Nu pool. Bob Goldschmidt and Julie Walraven enjoy themselves at a party. The Sigma Nu wreck cruises down Fowler Street.
Sigma Phi Epsilon’s seventy-fifth year at Tech commenced with a fall pledge class of thirty-five, the third largest on campus. The year continued with the Sig Ep’s active participation in social, athletic and community events.

The social calendar was full of exciting events. The Biltmore Hotel was the scene of the Sig Ep Winter Formal and the Seventy-fifth Anniversary Celebration. Numerous band parties and a ski trip to Sugar Mountain, NC, gave the brothers a break from their studies. In Homecoming events, the Sig Eps took third in both the contraption division of the Wreck Parade and the Mini-500 tricycle race.

Sig Ep’s “Big Red Machine” was very successful in campus athletics. The brothers captured a school championship in Ultimate Frisbee and were the school’s runners up in Flag football. Brothers also captured second in Sigma Nu Softball Invitational and were division champions in softball, bowling, and tennis.

Finally, in the area of community service the brothers’ hard work and dedication evident, was evident, as they participated in the IFC Leukemia Drive, the Alumni Roll Call and numerous blood drives. To benefit the American Cancer Society, the brothers produced and published their fourth annual, “The Women of Georgia Tech” calendar.

---

**Annual Winter Formal Takes Place at the Biltmore Hotel**
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The social calendar was full of exciting events. The Biltmore Hotel was the scene of the Sig Ep Winter Formal and the Seventy-fifth Anniversary Celebration. Numerous band parties and a ski trip to Sugar Mountain, NC, gave the brothers a break from their studies. In Homecoming events, the Sig Eps took third in both the contraption division of the Wreck Parade and the Mini-500 tricycle race.

Sig Ep’s “Big Red Machine” was very successful in campus athletics. The brothers captured a school championship in Ultimate Frisbee and were the school’s runners up in Flag football. Brothers also captured second in Sigma Nu Softball Invitational and were division champions in softball, bowling, and tennis.

Finally, in the area of community service the brothers’ hard work and dedication evident, was evident, as they participated in the IFC Leukemia Drive, the Alumni Roll Call and numerous blood drives. To benefit the American Cancer Society, the brothers produced and published their fourth annual, “The Women of Georgia Tech” calendar.
The diverse group of brothers at Tau Kappa Epsilon, through a combined effort, had many successful endeavors this year. Several fund raising campaigns were made in the area of community service. The TKE’s raised money for the IFC Leukemia Drive and sponsored the annual St. Jude’s Jam, a rock concert for the benefit of St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital.

The brothers put forth much effort during fall rush, which saw the pledging of thirty-five new members. These new members did much of the work which was later responsible for the TKE’s second place finish in Homecoming.

Another accomplishment of the Beta Pi Chapter was the revitalization of the house intramural program. The IKE’s gained playoff berths in both ultimate frisbee and inntertube water polo. A second place finish was captured in cross country, and in the winning tradition of TKE, school championships were gained in two diverse events, track and field and swimming.

Yacht Party, by Captain Perales . . . "Amie," at Greek sing . . . 1st Place? . . . champagne brunches . . . I am we, you are we, aren’t we? . . . GUMBIE for President . . . Riky Chin . . . llama jockey . . . gimpie . . . twiggy . . . Caputo the wonderbubble . . . the Polo Club . . . smash dawg alumni . . . come here little piggy, wham!

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Graciella enjoys herself at a rush party. A couple dances at a band party. TKE band parties attract hundreds. Joe Owen talks to a rushee. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Cy Smith dresses up as Luke Skywalker.
Softball Team Travels to State Intramural Tournament

Celebrating its sixtieth year on the Georgia Tech campus, the Alpha Nu chapter of Theta Chi completed another successful year. Spring quarter boosted the Theta Chi’s to a roaring start as Alpha Nu hosted the Rebel Reunion and a Founder’s Day celebration. Greek Week followed and the Theta Chi’s made a strong showing. For the second year their softball team traveled to the State Intramural Softball Tournament in Marietta, Georgia.

During fall quarter, Theta Chi competed in all intramural sports and actively participated in homecoming events. Enthusiastic brothers and pledges pooled their efforts to create the third place homecoming display and a Ramblin’ Wreck.

In spite of active campus involvement they still found time to perform community service projects. Through roadblocking, the Theta Chi’s raised over $5000 for the Leukemia Drive. This hard work paid off, as the Alpha Nu Chapter received national recognition when one of its brothers, Russ Johnson, was awarded the Rejinald F. Colley Award. This award is presented annually to an outstanding undergraduate brother. Overall, the Theta Chi’s continued to be an asset to the Institute, providing leadership and actively participating in campus activities.

Growth and Wisdom Spur From IFC Honored Pledges

The Beta Alpha chapter had much to be thankful for this year. Their blessings came in a variety of forms beginning with a fall rush, which doubled the brotherhood and Little Sister program. With this growth they have been able to expand the extent of activities, outreaches, and campus involvement.

Fall quarter brought many new and exciting experiences. During Homecoming they built their own space shuttle, appropriately landing on the front pad. Activities in November included the first fall initiation of several years and the chapter's annual Veteran's Day run. Television and newspaper coverage of the twenty-one mile relay to Roswell as well as recognition from the Veteran's Administration in Washington made this a special event. The brothers also tested their physical prowess in the associate/brothers football game. "The youngsters" were soundly defeated, but later proved their worth by winning the IFC Outstanding Pledge Class Award for Scholarship. The outstanding scholarship of the pledges helped boost the chapter to a number one GPA ranking.

Winter quarter rush was a promising introduction to 1983. Although later in the quarter the brothers ate beans while the associates enjoyed steak, the excitement of initiation week was not hampered. To fight the doldrums of winter, several social events highlighted the quarter. These included the annual Sweathart Banquet, a square dance in Conyers, and the ever-popular "I wish it were warmer in Georgia" party. Plans also began developing for a "miracle-mile" long donation of quarters to MS. Other special events were 6294 and Greek Week.

Regular gatherings, such as Tuesday night Bible studies, Wednesday night meetings, and Saturday night socials were held throughout the year. The brothers also fielded teams in intramural basketball, volleyball, and softball.

Whether at worship, in service, or recreation, the brothers and sisters of Theta Xi all experienced a new unity this year and look forward to God's further leading in the future.

Excuse me? ... I've got you? ... Study! ... The best way to a man's stomach is through his mouth ... Save the bear! ... Go Stn Min ... Kidney defense ... Feed the bird ... SL ... Makes perfect sense ... Sgo eat ... A what? ... Who, I? ... Peeking duck.
Continuing its tradition of diversity, Zeta Beta Tau excelled in many aspects of Greek life. A fine group of pledges led to a thirty per cent increase in the brotherhood's membership. Rush events included "tubin', the 'hooch,'" the pig roast, and one of the ever famous ZBT band parties. The ZBT athletic program succeeded in dominating the division with first places in basketball and soccer. The softball team finished second among all the schools fraternities.

The favorites on the social calendar were the "rocket fuel" band parties and the annual Panama City Retreat. Homecoming at the ZBT house introduced the incredible bowling ball powered wreck and the Space Shuttle Columbia display.

One of the major goals of this year was academic improvement. The group also expected to increase its membership and involvement in school activities.